Doping has been proved to be one of the powerful technologies to achieve significant improvement in organic electronic device performance. Herein, we systematically map out the interface properties of solution processed air stable n-type 4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl (DMBI) doping fullerenes and fullerene derivatives, and establish an universal energy level alignment scheme for this class of n-doped system. At low doping levels where the charge transfer doping induces mainly bound charges, the energy level alignment of the n-doping organic semiconductor can be described by combining integer charger transfer (ICT)-induced shifts with a socalled double dipole step. At high doping levels significant density of free charges are generated and charge flows between the organic film and the conducting electrodes equilibrating the Fermi level in a classic "depletion layer" scheme. Moreover, we demonstrate that the model holds for both n and p-doping of π-backbone molecules and polymers. With the results, we provide the wide guidance for identifying application of current organic n-type doping technology in organic electronics.
Introduction
Doping of organic semiconductors have been applied in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), 1-2 organic photovoltaics (OPVs), [3] [4] [5] and organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) [6] [7] [8] to achieve significant improvement in device performance. Studies show that the doping of organic semiconductors can increase film conductivity by several orders of magnitude [9] [10] [11] and decrease the charge-injection barrier at electrodes, the latter attributed to shifts of the Fermi level, [11] [12] [13] [14] as well as suppress the geminate charge recombination at donor-acceptor interface via filling of the so-called tail states. 15 Doping also may induce deep trap filling and hence improve the overall carrier mobility. 16 To date, several p-type doped organic systems, especially using F4TCNQ
as dopant, comprehensively have been investigated and used in electronic devices. 4, 10-11, 13, 15 In contrast, knowledge and functional use of n-type doped organic system is limited. The energetics of the n-type dopant must allow electron transfer from the dopant's highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the organic semiconductor host's lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The n-type dopant is then typically to oxidation by oxygen/water, 17 and hence unstable in ambient atmosphere which presents a technological challenge.
Bao's group developed an air-stable molecule, (4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)(DMBI), that with its derivatives share an effective n-type doping ability. [18] [19] [20] Solution-processed DMBI doped fullerene 7 , Poly(p-phenylene vinylene), 21 carbon nanotube, 22 and graphene 23 films show improved electrical properties and higher device efficiency. A working mechanism of the DMBI doping has been outlined and involves the neutral radical formation of DMBI via hydride transfer followed by a net integer charge transfer to the host, different from simple charge transfer. 19 (The HOMO of DMBI actually lies at a higher energy, 4.1 eV Fig.   S1 , than the LUMO of many organic semiconductors, e.g. PC60BM, 3.8 eV 24 ).
Energy level alignment at organic/electrode and organic/organic interfaces plays a critical role in determining device performance. [25] [26] [27] [28] The integer charge transfer (ICT) model describes the energy level alignment for the weakly-interacting interfaces obtained from physisorbed films. [29] [30] [31] [32] Fig.1a shows the typical energy level alignment behavior at interfaces that follow the ICT model, i.e. three distinct regimes, where the resulting work function is either substrate independent (i, iii) or linearly dependent with a slope (S) of ～ 1(ii). The origin of the fermi level pinning is caused by spontaneous charge transfer across the interface when the substrate work function is larger (smaller) than the energy required to oxide (gained form reducing) a molecule at the interface.
The most easily oxidized/reduced molecules adjacent to the interface are used up in the process until enough charge has been transferred across the interface to create a potential step that equilibrates the Fermi level, with the resulting pinning energies being referred as the EICT+,-depending on if it is positive or negative polarons created.
It was recently demonstrated that the interface for p-type doped organic system, e.g. F4TCNQ:rr-P3HT can be described by the ICT model in combination with a double step induced by image charge from F4TCNQ -:rr-P3HT + charge transfer complex that cause an equivalent work function shift for the (i), (ii) and (iii) regimes. 12 In this paper, we extend that work by systematically mapping out the interface properties of solution processed n-type DMBI doping fullerene and fullerene derivatives by ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), and establish an energy level alignment scheme for this class of n-doped systems. A series of C60, PC60BM and ICBA (increasing number of adducts) act as host. The pristine host and DMBI follow the ICT model (See Fig. S2 ).
We chose doping concentrations of 0.1%, 5% and 10% 1 w/w (dopant/host, weight ratio) to monitor the evolution of the energy level alignment from low to high doping level. To test whether organic semiconductors doped by DMBI feature similar interface properties, a host polymer poly{[N,N′-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-
well. Fig. 1b shows the chemical structures of the fullerenes and P(NDI2OD-T2)
employed together with the n-type dopant DMBI. The work provides experimental evidence on the general interface phenomena of air-stable DMBI doped organic semiconducting materials, which will be useful for identifying application of current organic n-type doping technology in organic electronics. The findings follow our previously reported results on p-doped organic semiconductors. 33 At high doping levels where a significant densities of free charges are generated, the free charges in the organic semiconductor films flow to the substrate, creating a depletion region adjacent to the interface that equilibrates the Fermi level, which results in a substrate independent work function. Here, the 5% and 10% doped fullerenes films show a ФORG/SUB substrate-independent behavior, in agreement with that scenario. In the case of low doping levels, the dopant-induced charge transfer does not generate free charges but rather bound electron-hole pairs. 34 Then if one of the charge species in the doped organic semiconductor film is more mobile, typically the polaron on the host as it tends to be more delocalized than the counter charge on the dopant, the more mobile (delocalized) charge can achieve a more intimate contact with the substrate. The resulting interaction with the substrate image charge is then stronger compared to the dopant-substrate image charge pair and as a consequence a double dipole step is created shifting the work function, see Fig. 4 . 12, 33, 35 Here, the electrons on the n-doped fullerenes are more mobile than the localized holes left on the DMBI, resulting in two dipole moments u1 and u2 at the interface yielding a decreased work function, see Fig. 4 , and we attribute the downshift ～ 0.6 eV from the positive pinning to S= 1 region (ii) of the 0.1 % doped fullerenes to an image charge-induced double dipole step at the interface. As observed in Fig. 3 , the ФSUB for the negative pinning region (i) has an onset-shift to higher energy by 0.6 eV compared to the ideal ICT curve of the pristine fullerenes, though the EICT-remains roughly the same. This is due to that the second and subsequent layers of DMBI:fullerene experience a new substrate consisting of the old substrate modified by the double-dipole (u1, u2 in Fig. 4 This model is expected to be general for charge-transfer-doped organic semiconductor films, so we test it on a polymer system as well: DMBI-doped P(NDI2OD-T2). P(NDI2OD-T2) has several compelling properties including high mobility and stability in air, enabling e.g. functionality as the acceptor material in OPVs [36] [37] . Conductivity and electron spin resonance studies suggests effective ndoping through charge transfer by introducing DMBI. 38 The ФORG/SUB of 0.1% doped polymer downshifts ～0.3 eV in comparison with the positive pinning and S= 1 region of the pristine ICT curve, as well as ФSUB onset shift to higher energy by 0. 3 eV in the negative pinning region (see Figs. S6 and S7). The doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films follow the same trends as the doped fullerene films, suggesting that they indeed are described by the same fundamental model for the interface electronic properties. The energy shift of 0.3 eV for the DMBI doped P(NDI2OD-T2) is smaller than for the fullerenes but is in line with double dipole step values obtained for other p-doped polymers. 12 We speculate that the variation in double dipole step size between small moleculespolymers is likely originating from different charge -image charge distances, more so than differences in dielectric constant. 39 In summary, we have studied the interface electronic properties of solution processed air stable n-type DMBI doped different fullerenes and fullerene derivatives, and established the universal energy level alignment. At low doping levels where the charge transfer doping induces mainly bound charges, the interface energetics can be described by combining ICT-induced shifts with a so-called double dipole step, 12, 33 the latter also occurring for polyelectrolyte interfaces. 35 As a result, the pristine ICT curve (Fig. 1) is modified by an additional energy shift induced by the double dipoles, that shifts the onset of negative pinning (region (i)) and shifts the resulting work function (ΦORG/SUB) by the same amount. The direction of the shifts are determined by the sign of the more delocalized/mobile charge of the dopant:host system. For the DMBI:organic semiconductors in this study, the hole on DMBI was more localized causing a double dipole step of a direction charge that down-shifts ΦORG/SUB and extends the negative pinning region. At high doping levels significant density of free charges are generated and charge flows between the organic film and the substrate equilibrating the Fermi level in a classic "depletion layer" scheme. We demonstrate that the model holds for both n-doping of molecules and polymers. We believe that the results achieved here would provide the useful guidance for identifying application of current organic n-type doping technology in organic electronics.
Results and Discussion

Experiment Section
Air stable n doping film preparation. The fullerene and fullerene derivatives including C60, PC60BM and ICBA were used as received from Solenne BV, and the polymer P(NDI2OD-T2) from Polyera Cop. The n-type dopant DMBI was purchased from 
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